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Abstract
Mobile devices can now support a wide range of applications, many of
which demand high computational power. Backed by the virtually unbounded
resources of cloud computing, today's mobile cloud (MC) computing can meet
the demands of even the most computationally and resource-intensive applica-
tions. However, many existing MC hybrid applications are inefficient in terms
of achieving objectives like minimizing battery power consumption and net-
work bandwidth usage, which form a trade-off. To counter this problem, we
propose a data-driven technique that (1) does instrumentation by allowing
class-, method-, and hybrid-level configurations to be applied to the MC hybrid
application and (2) measures, at runtime, how well the MC hybrid applica-
tion meets these two objectives by generating data that are used to optimize
the efficiency trade-off. Our experimental evaluation considers two MC hybrid
Android-based applications. We modularized them first based on the granu-
larity and the computationally intensive modules of the apps. They are then
executed using a simple mobile cloud application framework while measuring
the power and bandwidth consumption at runtime. Finally, the outcome is a
set of configurations that consists of (1) statistically significant and nondomi-
nated configurations in collapsible sets and (2) noncollapsible configurations.
The analysis of our results shows that from the measured data, Pareto-efficient
configurations, in terms of minimizing the two objectives, of different levels of
granularity of the apps can be obtained. Furthermore, the reduction of battery
power consumption with the cost of network bandwidth usage, by using this
technique, in the two MC hybrid applications was (1) 63.71% less power con-
sumption in joules with the cost of using 1.07 MB of network bandwidth and
(2) 34.98% less power consumption in joules with the cost of using 3.73 kB of
network bandwidth.
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest to bind virtual resources to low-power devices such as smartphones.1 To
make mobile devices virtually limitless in terms of processing power, energy, and storage space, the integration of cloud
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computing technology2 andmobile devices is often done. This interdisciplinary domain is called mobile cloud computing
(MCC).3 It is a distributed and augmented program execution model, upon which mobile cloud (MC) hybrid applications
are developed.4 Such applications have the advantage of using the vast majority of services provided by both mobile and
cloud computing. The MC hybrid applications are becoming even more frequently relied upon. For example, to find a
route between two locations, a navigation application installed on a mobile device can use the stored maps, but to find
the real-time traffic on that route, the application would need the cloud service.
A battery-operated mobile device (ie, a smartphone) can be connected to the cloud via aWiFi or a mobile data network
(3G/4G). From a mobile device point of view, the decision to execute a computationally intensive task locally on the
device can demand high battery power consumption. For example, when an MC hybrid app is doing image processing or
solving a long and complex mathematical expression, it consumes the device battery power. From a network connection
point of view, the decision to execute the computationally intensive task remotely on the cloud can be affected by a high
bandwidth usage. For example, when an MC hybrid app offloads to the cloud too often or a large amount of data is
transferred between the two endpoints (mobile device and cloud server). Therefore, attaining an optimal configuration
or a set of optimal configuration of an MC hybrid application, while not affecting the overall performance of the app, is
considered one of the challenging areas in MCC.5
We consider the effective partitioning of MC hybrid application as a multiobjective optimization problem. In multi-
objective optimization, there are a number of objectives to be optimized simultaneously, and, typically, the objectives
are conflicting with each other. There exists a natural trade-off between objectives, which creates a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions,6 those that are not dominated by any possible other solution in the solution space. Optimizing multiple objec-
tives, we might obtain Pareto-optimal configurations in a configuration set of an MC hybrid app. The objectives we
consider are the following:
1. Minimize power consumption: number of joules consumed by the application on a mobile device during one
execution.
2. Minimize network bandwidth: data sent and received between a mobile device and a cloud endpoint during one
execution (MBs).
In our previous work,7 we have shown that the MC hybrid applications have an efficiency trade-off between battery
power consumption and network bandwidth usage. This exists because (1) performing computationally intensive tasks
on a mobile device can be inefficient in terms of battery power consumption and (2) sending data to and receiving from
the cloud can also be inefficient in terms of bandwidth usage cost and battery power consumption by the transmitter
chip on board (ie, WiFi) inside the mobile device. To address this problem, we present a technique to find and apply the
optimal configurations of an MC hybrid application. The optimal configurations are considered to be the ones in which
the application has minimal battery power consumption and minimal network bandwidth usage. A configuration is a
valid mapping of all distinct offloadable modules of an MC hybrid app to a mobile and the cloud server endpoints. We
use a binary string to represent a configuration. Previously,7 we presented initial steps toward establishing this technique.
In this paper, we extend that work to consider method-level and hybrid-level configurations and provide a more in-depth
analysis of its behavior and performance.
Furthermore, to evaluate this technique, we consider Android-based applications. We assume that an app is composed
of a set of collaborative code units calledmodules (ie, classes ormethods in Java). By using a simpleMChybrid application
framework, we make the modules offloadable so that they can be executed both locally on a mobile device and remotely
on the cloud server. In general, when designing an MC hybrid application, we are faced with a decision about which
module of the app should be executed locally and which one remotely. As there exists an efficiency trade-off between the
objectives, the set of Pareto-optimal configurations of anMC hybrid application can be achieved. We follow the following
basic steps to achieve the Pareto-optimal configurations.
1. The first step is to create the initial set of configurations for an MC hybrid app, which is based on three different
level of granularity of the modules of the app.
2. After the configurations are created, the efficiency of each of the configurations is then measured by doing offline
profiling. We consider the efficiency of a configuration as the recorded measured power consumption and network
usage after one complete run of the MC hybrid app for that configuration.
3. At the end, a final set of configurations is obtained that consists of (1) statistically significant and nondominated
configurations in collapsible sets and (2) noncollapsible configurations.
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These steps provide a data-driven approach to finding the Pareto-optimal configurations. With an MC hybrid app
instrumentation, the modules of the app are executed on two different endpoints (mobile and the cloud), depending
on a configuration. Measuring the efficiency of the configurations generates the data, which is used to derive the
Pareto-optimal configurations of the MC hybrid app.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation and background. Section 3 discusses the
required steps to achieve the efficient MC hybrid applications. Section 4 introduces the case studies. Section 5 explains
the workflow we use to find the Pareto-optimal configurations. Section 6 explains the experiments conducted and their
analysis. Section 7 concludes this paper, and the future work is discussed in Section 8.
2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Mobile devices (eg, smartphones and tablets) are frequently used these days. Their popularity has increased mainly
because of their support for a wide range of applications such as image processing, video processing, games, and online
social networks. With the recent advancement of technology in mobile devices, they are now also equipped with services
like location awareness, context awareness, and the use of sensors (Gyro, accelerometer, etc). However, the software appli-
cations that are developed for mobile devices can have a disadvantage of achieving the same level of user experience as
in desktop software systems due to limited resources (ie, battery life) available on mobile devices.5 Backed by virtually
unlimited resources, the applications developed for a mobile device can offload their computationally intensive tasks to
a remote computing location (ie, a cloud, an edge, or a fog).8 This can save the battery life of a mobile device while using
the network bandwidth.
2.1 Mobile cloud, edge, and fog computing
Cloud computing has gained a very high popularity by providing high performing, flexible, low cost, and on-demand
computing services.2,9 A mobile device that has Internet connectivity (ie, WiFi, 3G/4G) can access the cloud by using
MC hybrid applications. However, due to a long distance in terms of network topology between a mobile device and the
conventional cloud, MC hybrid applications can suffer from high latency. Alternatively, mobile edge computing (MEC)
has recently emerged10 and promises to provide low latency due to be in proximity of mobile devices. An edge device is
local to the mobile devices (in terms of network topology) where data are generated and collected. However, MEC has
limited computing capabilities compared to the conventional cloud computing.11 Fog computing12 is a virtualized platform
that provides computing services betweenmobile devices and the cloud data centers, typically, but not exclusively located
at the edge of the network. While fog computing minimizes latency and reduces the amount of data sent to the cloud, it
poses security and privacy concerns.13
2.2 Mobile applications partitioning
To integrate a stand-alone mobile application with the remote computing service (ie, the cloud), the source code of the
app is first partitioned into offloadable modules (eg, classes or methods). The partitioning can be done either a priori
(at development time) or a posteriori (at runtime). So that the most computationally intensive modules at the code level
can be identified and offloaded for remote processing.14,15 After the partitioning is done, a decision mechanism of the
underlying MC application framework decides when and what modules to offload to the cloud.
2.3 MC application frameworks
AnMC application framework provides tools and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to integrate amobile appli-
cation with the cloud. The integration might be done through a middleware16 that provides an abstraction between a
mobile device and the cloud and controls every aspect of the communication in between. In our previous work,7 we used
a simple middleware-based framework, which was based on Firebase.* Using Firebase or another such kind of system as
middleware comeswith a number of problems that we had highlighted. Theywork in an event-driven fashion, which calls
back to the thread that starts its on-event handler. For example, if the user interface (UI)/main thread is waiting to get
the results from the cloud, the callback from the Firebase handler will be blocked due to the inherent characteristic of the
*https://firebase.google.com/
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Android system. In this work, we use a socket-based framework instead. They work in a suspend-offload-receive-resume
fashion. More details about our framework are provided in Section 5.1.
Cuervo et al17 proposedMAUI, an MC hybrid app framework. MAUI combines the benefits of two approaches: it max-
imizes the potential for energy savings through method-level code offloading while minimizing the changes required to
applications. The partitioning is done using method annotations (ie, @Remoteable) at the developmental time. At run-
time, the offloadable methods are identified using the Microsoft.Net Reflection API. The MAUI solver decides whether a
method can be offloaded to the cloud or kept executing on the mobile device. Chun et al18 proposed CloneCloud, which
offloads computationally intensive parts of the application code to a device clone operating in a computational cloud to
enhance application performance. Unlike MAUI, CloneCloud operates at thread-level granularity. It uses a combination
of static analysis and dynamic profiling to partition applications automatically at a method-level granularity while opti-
mizing execution time and energy use for a target computation environment. As there are no annotations in the source
code, so the partitioningmechanism is used offline, which aims to pick which parts of an application's execution to retain
on the mobile device and which to migrate to the cloud. Kosta et al19 proposed ThinkAir, which addresses two key issues
that were lacking in MAUI and CloneCloud: parallelism of methods execution using multiple virtual machine images on
cloud and adaptation of online method-level offloading.
Furthermore, the design of MC hybrid applications is normally based on achieving one or more than one particular
objective(s) such as energy efficiency, bandwidth usage, and execution time. Khan et al20 classified MC hybrid appli-
cation frameworks into four broad categories: (1) performance-based, (2) energy-based, (3) constraint-based, and (4)
multiobjective-based frameworks. Deng et al21 andGuo et al22 proposed code-offloading frameworks that are based on two
objectives: minimizing power consumption and execution time of mobile applications. Naqvi et al23 proposed a multiob-
jective optimization framework (MAsCOT), which uses probabilistic graphic models for a self-adaptive decision support
for code offloading. Nakahara and Beder24 proposed a bi-objective optimization framework (CoSMOS), which analyzes
each optimization parameters (energy consumption and execution time) separately using cost function and self-adaptive
reinforcement. Achieving two or more objectives at the same time might not be possible. For example, minimizing band-
width usage may prevent the objective of minimizing energy consumption as the transceiver (RF) chip also uses power.
This creates the efficiency trade-off between the two objectives.
2.4 Search-based multiobjective optimization framework
In this paper, we consider minimizing battery power consumption and network bandwidth usage as two objectives. To
achieve efficient MC hybrid applications, we presented previously a multiobjective optimization technique7 to find and
apply the optimal configurations of Android-based MC hybrid application. We evaluated the technique using offline
profiling of Android-based MC hybrid applications but only with a class-level granularity. In this work, along with the
class-level, we also consider the method-level and hybrid-level granularities of applications. Like the MAUI framework,
we use Java annotations for partitioning mobile applications source code into multiple granularity levels. Using a custom
workflow, we use an exhaustive search algorithm to find efficient configurations of MC hybrid applications. We also do
more in-depth statistical analysis to refine the final configuration set. In the next section, we discuss the proposedmethod
in more details.
3 ACHIEVING EFFICIENT MC HYBRID ANDROID APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss our technique to achieve efficientMChybrid Android applications. The computationally inten-
sive modules (ie, classes or methods) of an app, when executed on a mobile device, consume battery power. We identify
suchmodules at the code level andmake them able for remote execution, using anMC application framework. The frame-
work executes the app by taking a configuration. We create a range of different configurations for an app, which are based
on (1) the number of modules in the app, (2) execution of modules across the two endpoint (ie, a mobile device and the
cloud), and (3) granularity level of a module.
3.1 Modular configurations
A modular configuration (or simply a configuration) is a binary string created for executing an MC hybrid app using an
MC application framework. In a configuration, each binary digit of the string represents an offloadablemodule of the app.
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The state of the digit tells theMC framework to execute themodule either on amobile device endpoint (0) or on the cloud
server endpoint (1). The number at which a module executes during runtime is assigned its position (or index) in the
configuration string. A module may execute multiple times (during runtime) but its position in the string is determined
by the number at which it executes for the first time. Based on the application's code granularity, we can obtain different
levels of configurations.
3.2 Granularity of configurations
Granularity is the extent to which an app can be broken down into different modules. The computationally intensive
tasks of the app are, therefore, divided into these modules. We identify these modules at the code level and make them
offloadable by using the APIs of an MC hybrid application framework. The modules might be fine grained (ie, methods
of classes) or coarse grained (ie, classes of an app).
To create a class-level (coarse grained) configuration, the offloadable modules treated as classes will be mapped to the
binary string. For example, an arbitrary configuration, 0101, maps 4 classes of an app. The first and third modules with
this configuration will be executed on the mobile device (0) and the second and fourth modules will be offloaded to the
cloud (1), when the app executes using the MC framework. For n = 4, a set of class-level configuration can be obtained
and its cardinality would be 2n = 16. Similarly, a method-level configuration (fine-grained) will map the methods of an
app as the offloadable modules. For example, a configuration, 01000100010011, maps 14 methods to binary string.
A hybrid-level configuration has mixed granularity and will execute the offloadable modules in a mixed combina-
tion of selected methods and classes. A hybrid-level configuration can also be represented by a binary string such as
1010:01011010. Unlike the class- andmethod-level configurations, the binary string is composed of two parts that are sep-
arated by a colon sign (:). The digits residing on its left side (first part) represent the offloadable classes and on its right
(second part) are a combination of both classes and methods. The state of a digit determines whether the correspond-
ing class will be executed as a coarse grained (0) or as a fine grained (1). The state of a digit in the second part describes
whether the corresponding offloadable module (a class or a method) will be executed on the mobile 0 or on the cloud 1.
To make a hybrid-level configuration set, the cardinality of the set will depend on the total number of offloadable classes
and methods of the app.
3.3 Collapsible configurations
A collapsible configuration is defined as the one that can be collapsed into a same or a different granularity-level configu-
ration. The collapsible configurations are identical in terms of executing the same offloadable modules on either a mobile
device or remotely. For example, a hybrid-level configuration 1100:0001110 can be collapsed into (1) a hybrid-level con-
figuration 0011:0111100, (2) amethod-level configuration 0001111100, and (3) a class-level configuration 0110. As we can
see in these four configurations, themapped offloadablemodules (whether coarse grained or fine grained) will execute on
the same endpoint, no matter what the configuration level is. We find the collapsible configurations in the three configu-
ration sets. This gives us different sets, each having the collapsible configurations. We make the collapsible sets in order
to find nondominant configurations and their statistically significant configurations. We will discuss the nondominant
configurations in Section 3.6 and the statistically significant configurations in Section 3.5.
3.4 Efficiency of configurations
We consider the efficiency of a configuration as the recorded power consumption and network bandwidth usage of the
configuration when it is applied for a single run of the app. It is measured at runtime when the MC hybrid framework is
executing an MC hybrid app with a configuration. In the following sections, we discuss how it is measured.
3.4.1 Battery power consumption
Mobile devices operates on a limited supply of power available from the battery; therefore, power consumption should
be used carefully.25 The offloadable modules of an MC hybrid app when execute on a mobile device use the device
components for computing. The components draw power from the battery to operate. We assume that the computa-
tion power is PC. Alternatively, the modules can be executed remotely on the cloud. As stated in the works of Lin et al8
and Fernando et al,26 an offloadable module executes on the cloud in three phases: (1) the RF sending phase, (2) the
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cloud computing phase, and (3) the RF receiving phase. We assume that the power consumption due to communication
(RF sending and RF receiving) is PRF. The total power consumption, PT, for a configuration can be as follows:
PT = PC + PRF. (1)
When no code offloading is used, the communication power (PRF) will be zero and the total power consumption (PT) will
be equal to the total computing power (PC).
3.4.2 Network bandwidth usage and latency
The network bandwidth is used when an MC hybrid application is using code offloading. However, code offloading can
be inefficient if the app relies too much on it. It will use the maximum network bandwidth as well as consuming the
battery power (PRF). The total network bandwidth usage for a configuration is recorded as total bytes transmitted (Tx)
and received (Rx) between a mobile device and the cloud, when an MC hybrid app is executed.
The network latency is a critical measurement in code offloading. If the packets are dropping due to low signal strength
or there is a congestion in the network, then the performance of the MC hybrid app will be degraded. As we are doing
offline profiling to find efficient configurations of applications in a lab environment, the network latency in such case is
noticed to be negligible.
3.5 Finding statistically significant configurations
Finding statistically significant configurations is important because in the collapsible sets, the observed difference
between the efficiency of any two configurationsmay not be significant. In other words, the efficiency of any two collapsi-
ble configurations happened to be different due to some uncontrolled variables. For example, the Android system was
busy in scheduling a system-related task and the MC hybrid application took more computation time or the data packets
were dropping due to a network congestions. As the uncontrolled variables cannot be avoided entirely so, due to their
presence, to select efficient configurations, the hypothesis testing becomes essential. The result of a hypothesis test will
give us statistically significant configurations in the collapsible sets.
3.6 Selecting Pareto-efficient configurations
To achieve an efficient MC hybrid application, a filter needs to be applied to the collapsible configuration sets. The aim
is to only pick the nondominated configuration(s) along with their statistically significant configuration(s), if present, in
each of the collapsible sets. The rest of the configurations in all the collapsible sets are removed due to the fact that they
are dominated and are not statistically significant.
A final set of configuration is created by combining all the collapsible sets along with the configurations, which were
not collapsible. This set has a mix of configurations of the three granularity level. The nondominated configurations in
the final set are the Pareto-efficient configurations. These configurations are superior to the others when both of the
two objectives are considered.27 In addition, these configurations optimize the efficiency trade-off and provide efficient
alternatives to the MC hybrid app in terms of battery power consumption, network bandwidth usage, and latency.
4 CASE STUDIES
We target two Android-based applications to apply the technique of achieving efficient MC hybrid application (discussed
in Section 3). We first analyze the source code of the applications and find the computationally intensive tasks imple-
mented in modules (classes and methods). To make these modules offloadable, we use custom-made Java annotation to
put before themethods in classes that are composed of the computationally intensive tasks or are suitable for code offload-
ing. The annotation is provided by theMC application framework that we use. We will discuss more about the framework
in Section 5.1.When theMC framework executes the applications, the offloadablemoduleswill execute either on amobile
device or on the cloud, depending on the current applied configuration. As discussed in Section 3.2, three different levels
of configuration sets for theMChybrid applications can be created. They are discussed in details in the following sections.
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4.1 ImageEffects
ImageEffects is a prototype application we created. The idea was to use a test app similar to Instagram that does the image
processing and can store the images on a remote file storage server. ImageEffects has built-in image filters to apply to an
image that is taken by using the device's camera inside the app. After the filter is applied to the image successfully, it can
then be uploaded to the remote storage server. The mobile battery power is consumed when performing computationally
intensive tasks, ie, image processing. The network bandwidth is used for uploading/downloading images to/from the
remote storage server and using code offloading. Moreover, the battery power is consumed (1) by the mobile device's
WiFi chip during the uploading/downloading process and (2) by the mobile device's LCD screen when displaying the
application's UI.
The ImageEffects performs four distinct tasks. All the tasks are carried out in different modules of the app. A sequence
diagram in Figure 1 shows all the tasks and how they are performed. The first task is to apply a filter to an image, which
is to change each and every pixel of the original image. The second task is to generate a thumbnail of the filtered image,
which is scaling down the image to a lower resolution. The thumbnail is then set to be viewed on the application's UI.
The third task is to upload the image to the storage server and download it back. The fourth and last task is to calculate
the hash codes of the original filtered image and the downloaded image and compare them to check that the downloaded
image has not been changed or tampered. These tasks are executed in the background using the Android's AsyncTask
library after an input from the user.
The ImageEffects has a total of four classes and ten methods in these classes, which are suitable for code offloading.
The first and fourth classes have three methods each and the second and third classes have two methods each. For a total
number of four class-level modules, n = 4, the cardinality of the class-level configuration set for ImageEffects is 2n = 16.
For ten method-level modules, n = 10, the cardinality of the method-level configuration set is 2n = 1 024. Lastly, the
FIGURE 1 Sequence diagram of the ImageEffects mobile cloud hybrid application. It is a prototype and Instagram-like app that we
developed. The four distinct tasks of ImageEffects are performed in different granularity-level modules, where each executes either on a
mobile device or on the cloud depending on a configuration. UI, user interface
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cardinality of the hybrid-level configuration set for the ImageEffects is 2560.We have created a small Java-based tool28 that
can create all the valid hybrid-level configurations for anMC hybrid app by providing the number of classes andmethods.
The total number of valid and possible configurations (combining all granularity level) that can be created for Image-
Effects are 3600. Some of these configurations are collapsible and will end up in the collapsible sets, as discussed in
Section 3.3. For example, a class-level configuration 0000 is collapsible into a method level 0000000000, a hybrid level
0001:00000, another hybrid level 0111:00000000, and 14 other hybrid-level configurations. Similarly, a method-level con-
figuration 0010110111 is only collapsible into a hybrid level 1110:001011011. Creating the collapsible sets helps us find
the statistically significant and nondominated configurations in the sets. In Section 5, we will discuss how we filter these
collapsible sets for the statistically significant and nondominated configurations. The filtered configurations will then end
up in a final configuration set, as discussed in Section 3.6.
4.2 Mather
Mather† is an open-source Android application, which is based on the Math.js‡ library to perform expression-based
computations. In addition to basic arithmetic, Mather also supports complex mathematical expression evaluation,
user-defined functions, matrices, etc. When executed, Mather utilizes a mobile device's CPU for computation. The more
complex the expression to evaluate, the more CPU utilization and, therefore, the more battery power consumption. To
save the battery power, the task of mathematical evaluations can be executed on the cloud.
We analyzed the source code of Mather and found its two classes (ie,MathParser.java andMathItem.java), each having
three methods, computationally intensive and suitable for code offloading. We also found that Android's WebView is
used in one of the methods (eval()), which is run by the main UI thread. In the Android system, when the main thread
is running, a request from the remote endpoint cannot be completed. For example, when eval() executes on a mobile
device and calls another method that is to be executed on remotely according to the configuration. The result from the
remote endpoint would not be handled as the main thread of the Android will still be running and in a waiting mode.
This will cause theMather in a not respondingmode. Therefore, only one-third (75%) of the configurations for Mather are
applicable.
For two classes (n = 2), the cardinality of the class-level configuration set for Mather is 2n = 4, in which only three are
applicable. As in each of the classes, there are three offloadable methods. Therefore, for a total of six methods (n = 6),
the cardinality of the method-level configuration set is 2n = 64. The applicable method-level configurations are only 48.
Finally, for the two classes and six methods, we apply the valid 32 hybrid-level configurations. Some of the configurations
are collapsible and will end up in the collapsible sets. For example, those configurations that run the modules only on
a mobile device are collapsible (ie, 00,000000,01:0000,10:0000). Similarly, the following configurations will end up in a
same collapsible set: 111000,01:1000, 10:1110,10.
Finally, we measure efficiency of the configurations for Mather and filter the statistically significant and nondomi-
nated configurations from the collapsible sets. The final configuration set is created at the end, in which the efficient
configurations are searched for Mather. We will discuss how we do it in Section 5.
5 THE WORKFLOW—TO FIND THE EFFICIENT CONFIGURATIONS
In this section, we describe how to set up a workflow to search for Pareto-optimal configurations for the two MC hybrid
applications (ImageEffects andMather). Theworkflow should follow the steps (discussed in Section 3) to achieve efficient
MC hybrid Android applications. We will use the workflow to measure the efficiency of the configurations created for
both MC hybrid apps. We will also discuss the MC application framework, which the MC hybrid apps will use to execute
and effectively use the code offloading.
5.1 MC application framework
An MC application framework executes MC hybrid applications on mobile devices and uses code offloading. The
framework provides APIs for the code offloading, which are used to make the modules of mobile apps offloadable.
†https://github.com/icasdri/Mather
‡http://mathjs.org/index.html
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For the two MC hybrid applications (ImageEffects and Mather), we implemented a simple MC application framework
similar to the one used in the work of Flores and Srirama.29 This framework provides an open-source code-offloading
API, which is available on Github.§ Using the API, we put an annotation (@Cloud) before the methods of the apps. A
simple Java-based converter is provided, which reads the Java files, explores the classes of the apps, and transforms the
annotated methods into offloadable modules. In addition, using this converter, two copies of the application are created:
one for running on a mobile device (client) and second for remote execution (server). The API provides a socket-based
communication between the client and the server.
The framework receives a configuration as a command-line argument, parse it and then executes the modules of the
MC hybrid apps according to the digits sets in the configuration. Depending on the configuration level, the digits set as
1 indicate (1) all the offloadable methods of the classes will be executed on the cloud (class level), (2) the offloadable
methods of the classes will be executed on the cloud (method level), and (3) the offloadable classes and methods of other
classes will be executed on the cloud.
5.2 Executing the MC hybrid applications with configurations
The MC hybrid apps (ImageEffects and Mather) are now able to use the code offloading after implementing the MC
application framework. As discussed in Section 4, the total number of configurations created for ImageEffects andMather
is 3600 and 83, respectively. To find efficient configurations, executing the apps manually and repeatedly with all of these
configurations would clearly be time consuming and practically not feasible. Therefore, an automatic process is required
that executes the apps repeatedly and each time with a new configuration.
We wrote a Python-based script for the automatic process, which implements an exhaustive search algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1. The script runs on a PC and executes theMChybrid apps repeatedly and each timewith a new configuration.
It uses an open-source library, AndroidViewClient,¶ to interact with the MC hybrid applications on a smartphone, con-
nected to the PC via a USB cable. This library provides higher-level operations and the ability to obtain a tree of Android
UI views present at any given moment on the device or emulator screen and performs operations on it. Alternatively,
Android's own libraryMonkeyRunner can also be used for the same purpose. The script also records the execution time
of each run of the MC hybrid app with a configuration.
§ https://github.com/huberflores/CodeOffloadingAnnotations
¶https://github.com/dtmilano/AndroidViewClient/wiki
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We do the offline profiling by running the script. The script is provided with all the configurations (S), for both MC
hybrid apps. The exhaustive search algorithm iterates through the configuration sets, passes them to the apps, and exe-
cutes them. During the runtime, the efficiency of the configurations is measured with the help of an instrumentation
mobile app we created, Monitor. The script controls the Monitor app and the MC hybrid apps by sending commands to
them. After an MC hybrid app completes one run, it destroys itself and the script finds it out inside the inner while loop.
It then stops the profiler in the Monitor app by sending it the stopping command. The recorded measurements by the
Monitor for the current configuration are received on the PC and stored in an SQL database. This process is repeated until
all the configurations are applied and their measurements are recorded.
5.3 Measuring the efficiency of configurations
As discussed previously (in Section 5.2), the efficiency of the configurations is recorded by the Monitor app during the
execution time of the MC hybrid applications. When the profiler is stopped in the Monitor app by the automation script,
a string having all the recorded measurements (power consumption, bandwidth usage, and execution time in seconds)
for the current configuration is created. It is then sent to the PC over a socket connection, which is then parsed and the
recorded values are stored in the SQL database.
For measuring power consumption of the MC hybrid app, we implemented an open-source tool, PowerTutor,# in the
Monitor app. It is based on the component power management and activity state introspection.30 To estimate the power
consumption of the components, PowerTutor uses PowerBooter. It is an automated power model construction technique
that uses built-in battery voltage sensors and knowledge of battery discharge behavior to monitor the power consump-
tion while explicitly controlling the power management and activity states of individual components. These components
include CPU, WiFi, 3G, GPS, LCD display, and audio interface. In addition, PowerTutor considers the energy consump-
tion of each app to be independent. In other words, PowerTutor assumes that, ie, app A consumes the same amount of
energy with or without app B running. In this way, power consumption is measured (based on statistics) for each compo-
nent and for each UID/application. Implementing the PowerTutor, the Monitor gives us the total power consumption as
stated in Equation 1. For recording the network bandwidth usage per UID in Android-based devices, we used the built-in
Android library, android.net.TrafficStats. As the data transmitted Tx and received Rx are recorded against the UIDs of
active (in running mode) applications, measurements for an MC hybrid app can be extracted by providing its UID to the
Monitor app.
5.4 Filtering the configurations
The aim of the filtering is to uncover a significant difference between different collapsible configurations of theMChybrid
apps when it actually exists. We do statistical tests to uncover the difference. As discussed in Section 3.3, we create col-
lapsible sets of configurations. We measure the efficiency of configurations in these sets for n times, where n is a sample
size. The sample size is important because larger sample sizes give usmore confidence over any expected difference, given
the noise in the system. The filtering process involves comparing the samples of any two configurations in the collapsible
sets to uncover the difference. Moreover, there exist outliers of power or bandwidth usage values in the samples. Their
presence leads to substantial distortions of parameter and statistic estimates when using statistical tests. Therefore, we
first eliminate the outliers from the samples before using the statistical tests.
5.4.1 Outliers elimination
Wenoticed during themanual analysis of the profiling data, received from theMonitor app, that, for some configurations,
the power consumption values, of some samples, deviate markedly from others. Therefore, to eliminate such outliers, we
do outliers tests. A number of outliers tests have been proposed.31 Some of the more commonly used tests are the Grubbs'
test, Tiejen-More test, and Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviate test. We wrote a Java-based tool that implements the
Grubbs' test. It accesses all the n samples of the efficiency of the configurations and applies the Grubbs' test repeatedly
until all the deviated power consumption values are removed. It then takes new measurements to replace the eliminated
ones in the samples. Now that we have the efficiency of all the configurations recorded with no outliers, we will do the
statistical tests. This will filter the statistically significant configurations in the collapsible sets.
# https://github.com/msg555/PowerTutor
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5.4.2 Hypothesis testing
As discussed in Section 3.5, we perform the hypothesis test to find the statistically significant configuration. A hypothesis
cannot be proved but can only be accepted/rejected based on a statistical test result. Therefore, the test will either accept
or reject a null hypothesis. If the probability value of the test for two configurations is extremely low, the null hypothesis
is then rejected. This shows that the configurations are statistically significant.
We establish the null hypothesis by assuming that any two configurations in the collapsible sets have no real difference
in terms of their recorded power consumption and bandwidth usage values. The difference in the means of power and
bandwidth happenedmerely due to the uncontrolled variables. We noticed that themeasured power consumption data of
the samples of the configurations is not normally distributed. Therefore, nonparametric hypothesis tests are best to apply
on such data. We created a Java-based tool that iterates through all the collapsible sets and applies Wilcoxon rank-sum
test32 (a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test) to the configurations in each set. The tool stores the statistically signifi-
cant configurations from the sets. When the tests are completed, the tool then searches the nondominated configurations
in the collapsible sets, as discussed in the following section.
5.5 Nondominated configurations
This is the final step in our workflow, which is to search for the nondominated configurations in the collapsible sets. A
collapsible set has one or more than one nondominated configuration(s). They are efficient than others in terms of the
lowest power consumption or network bandwidth values, as discussed in Section 3.6. The Java-based tool (discussed in
Section 5.4.2) finds them and stores them in a final configuration set. This set is composed of (1) statistically significant
and nondominated configurations in collapsible sets and (2) noncollapsible configurations. The Pareto-efficient configu-
rations for the MC hybrid apps (ImageEffects and Mather) are then searched in their final configuration sets, which we
will discuss in the next section.
6 OFFLINE PROFILING AND RESULTS
In this section, we explain the offline profiling of the two different MC hybrid apps, ie, ImageEffects and Mather, which
were introduced in the case studies. We will use the workflow, discussed in Section 5, to conduct the experiments. By
carrying out the offline profiling, we will be able to find out the efficient configurations of the MC hybrid apps using the
MC application framework. At the end of this section, we discuss the obtained results from the profiling with analysis.
6.1 Experimental setup
We created a lab environment to carry out the profiling, which was composed of the following entities: (1) two endpoints,
one for execution the mobile application and one for the cloud application; (2) a PC that runs the automation script
(discussed in Section 5.2), the image storing server program for ImageEffects (written in Java), a Java-based client that gets
the measurements from the Monitor app, and store them in an SQL database; (3) a small office or home office network,
which connects the PC and the two endpoints.
We used Motorola Moto G4 smartphone for the mobile endpoint. For the cloud endpoint, we set up an Android-x86
virtual environment on the PC. TheMChybrid apps and theMonitor appwere installed on the endpoints. The smartphone
was connected to the PCvia aUSB cable.We execute the automation script on the PC,which runs the exhaustive algorithm
to find the efficiency of all the configurations for the MC hybrid apps. In order to get n samples of the configurations, we
executed the script for n number of times.
6.2 Understanding the MC application framework
We created a small Android-based MC hybrid app (Demo), which implements the framework. It consists of two Java
classes, where each has two offloadable methods. Each method evaluates a different and randomly selected arithmetic
expression. These expressions are (1) given a number x, method “A” finds factors of all the numbers from 1 to a x;
(2) given a number x, method “B” finds the factorial of x; (3) given a number x, method “C” finds the multiplication of
x ∗ x matrix, having randomly generated numbers from 1 to 100; and (4) given a number x, method “D” evaluates the
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expression tan(tan(tan(x))). Based on the three levels of granularity (discussed in Section 3.2), a total of 36 configurations
for the demo app were obtained.
We performed three tests with the Demo app. The computation level of the app was increased subsequently in each
test, which was achieved by increasing the input value of parameter x in each method. In all the three tests, we obtained
100 samples of the configurations and then filtered the configurations to obtain the final set. The statistically significant
and nondominated configurations in the collapsible sets and noncollapsible configurations for the Demo app, for all the
three tests, are plotted on 2D graphs in Figure 2. We produced two different dot graphs (Figure 2A and Figure 2B) of the
tests, in which the configurations of the Demo app before and after applying the filter are respectively shown. The data
points on the graph are the configurations, where the x-axis value is the mean of the total power consumption and the
y-axis value is the mean of the network bandwidth usage. We do the analysis of the results in the following section.
In each subsequent test, the computation level is increased, but the network bandwidth usage remained the same. After
the offline profiling of the Demo application, we observed the following features from the results that reflect the behavior
of the framework.
6.2.1 All-zero and all-one configurations
These are the configurations with which anMC hybrid app executes all the offloadable modules either on amobile device
(all zero) or offloads (all one) to the cloud. In all-zero configurations, the battery power is consumed as the modules
execute on a mobile device and there is no network bandwidth usage. The all-one configurations come with the cost
of using the network bandwidth and consuming the battery power by the transmitter chip. We can see in Figure 2A,
when the computation level of the Demo app was low (test-1), that the all-zero configurations were more efficient. As the
computation level of the app was increasing (test-2 and test-3), the all-one configurations were turning to be more power
efficient than all zeros with the cost of maximum bandwidth usage. The all-zero configurations can be seen in cluster-0
of test-1 and test-2 and cluster-1 of test-3. The all-one configurations can be spotted in cluster-4 of test-1 and test-2 and
cluster-3 of test-3.
6.2.2 Clusters of configurations
We can see in Figure 2A the configurations of the Demo app formed into different clusters after their efficiency was mea-
sured. The clusters are formed based on the amount of battery power consumption and network bandwidth usage. The
configurations that have nearly the same network bandwidth usage formed into horizontal type clusters. These config-
urations have the same number of modules mapped as one, which is to use code offloading. As shown in Figure 2A, we
can see four clusters of configurations in test-1 and test-2, which are numbered on the bases of number of modules using
code offloading.
When the computation level was low (test-1), the configurations in the clusters were near to each others. When the
computation levelwas increased (test-2), the distance between the configurations in the clusters also increased. This is due
to the fact that the modules that were doing complex computation consumed more battery power and moved to the right
of their clusters. This behavior is more prominent in test-2 (Figure 2A), where the spread of results of the configurations
inside the clusters are more expanded.
When the computation level was maximum (test-3), the clusters of configurations become more prominent in vertical
form rather than the horizontal form, as shown in Figure 2A. Those configurations that consumed more battery power
are now in the right cluster (cluster-3). This is because the modules they mapped were more computationally intensive.
As the third method of the demo app is x ∗ xmatrix multiplication, which is the most computationally intensive method,
therefore the configurations with the third digit set to zero landed into cluster-3. In cluster-1, the configurations that
consumed less battery power are present. These configurations offloaded the computationally intensivemodules to cloud.
Therefore, they consumed less battery power with the cost of using more network bandwidth.
6.2.3 Pareto-optimal configurations
As discussed in Section 5.5, the final configuration set for the demo app for all the three tests are created. This set contains
the statistically significant and no-dominated configurations in the collapsible sets and the noncollapsible configurations.
The final configuration set are plotted on the 2D graphs in Figure 2B. We can see that, when the computation level is low
(test-1), running all the modules on the mobile device (all zero) with class-level configuration is the right choice. In other
words, there is no need of using code offloading or executing the app with fine or hybrid-level granularity configurations
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
FIGURE 2 Plotsshowingtheresultsobtainedfromthreedifferentprofiling tests.ThetestswerecarriedoutwithaprototypeAndroid-based
application (demo) to understand the underlying mobile cloud application framework. The computation level of the app increases in each
test subsequently. A, All configurations of the app forming in clusters. We can see that the configurations turning into vertical-shapedclusters
from horizontal after increasing the computation level of the app; B, The filtered configurations having the Pareto-efficient configurations
making the Pareto front. The plots in C and D show the power consumption and network bandwidth usage per number of modules running
on the cloud, respectively
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when the app is not doing too much computation. However, when the computation level increases (test-1 and test-2),
we get a Pareto front (shown with a red line). The configurations forming the Pareto front are the Pareto-optimal con-
figurations. These are efficient in terms of battery power consumption and network bandwidth usage. The efficient
configuration in Test-1 and the Pareto-optimal configurations of test-2 and test-3 of the demo app are shown in Table 1.We
can see a mixed level of granularities of the efficient configurations, which shows that multilevel granularity is important
for achieving optimization in MC hybrid applications.
The mean execution time of the of demo app for the Pareto-optimal configurations is also stated as execution time in
Table 1. We can see that, as the computation level increases (from test-1 to test-3), the execution time of the app with
all-zero configurations increases. The execution time of the hybrid-level efficient configuration (01:110) in test-3 is the
same as the class-level efficient configuration (00) in test-1. In other words, with a maximum computation level (test-3),
offloading three out of fourmodules (01:110) took the same time as running all the fourmodules (00) on themobile device
and with less computation level (test-1). This shows that the performance of an MC hybrid app can be improved while
using multilevel granularity for achieving optimization in MC hybrid applications.
6.2.4 Power and bandwidth consumptions per modules running on the cloud
We observed the behavior of the Demo app executing the same number of modules on the cloud with different configu-
rations. The mean power consumption and bandwidth usage per number of modules offloaded are shown in Figures 2C
and 2D, respectively. We can see in Figure 2C, when the computation level was low (test-1), using code offloading was
energy inefficient. The power consumption was increasing per number of modules using code offloading. But, as the com-
putation level was increasing (test-2 and test-3), we can see that the code offloading was becoming energy efficient. The
high number of modules executing on the cloud was consuming less battery power of themobile device. This implies that
running an MC hybrid application with all-zero configurations, when the computation level of the app is low, can result
in less power consumption than running on all-one configurations. On the other hand, when the computation level of
the app is high, executing it with all-one configurations can result in less power consumption than running on all-zero
configurations.
The network bandwidth usage of the demo app, running different number ofmodules on the cloud, for different level of
configurations is shown in line graph in Figure 2D. The bandwidth used by the modules of the app using code offloading
was the same in the three tests. It is due to the fact that the input parameter “x” of the methods was an integer value. In
addition, the result generated by the modules was an integer value. The small difference of the bandwidth usage, which
can be seen in the graphs, is due to the network or platform overhead.
6.3 Results for ImageEffects andMather
In the previous section, we have discussed the behavior of the MC application framework using a demo app. This gave
us insight to better understand how the twoMC hybrid apps (ImageEffects and Mather) will result while executing them
using the MC application framework. The total number of configurations for ImageEffects was 3040. For Mather, we had
a total of 83 applicable configurations. We were able to get 30 and 100 samples of all the configurations of ImageEffects
and Mather, respectively. In the following sections, we discuss the results for each of the apps separately.
6.3.1 ImageEffects
The mean of power consumption and bandwidth usage of the configurations of ImageEffects are plotted on a 2D graph
and shown in Figure 3A. We can see the configurations forming into two vertical-type clusters, which is similar to the
behavior discussed in Section 6.2.2. The configurations that consumed more battery power are in the right-side cluster.
The majority of these configurations are those that execute the modules composed of the image-processing task on the
mobile device. We can also see that the all-zero configurations, which use no code offloading, are at the bottom of the
graph. These configurations used only small amount of network bandwidth - only for uploading/downloading images
to the image server. The all-one configurations are in the left-side cluster, except the method level (1111111111), as they
remotely execute the modules and consumed less battery power. The all-one method-level configuration (1111111111) is
near the top of the right-side cluster. This is due to the flip-flop pattern of data send and receive over the network for the
maximum time (in case of 1111111111 is ten times), which use more battery power and network overhead. The flip-flop
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(A) (B)
(D)(C)
FIGURE 3 Plots showing configurations for ImageEffects mobile cloud hybrid app. A, All configurations of mixed granularity forming
in two vertical-shaped clusters. The configurations running the computationally intensive modules of the app are in the right-side cluster;
B, Filtered configurations in the collapsible sets along with the noncollapsible configurations. The Pareto-efficient configurations making
the Pareto front are also shown; C, Battery power consumption; D, Network bandwidth usage per number of modules running on the cloud.
Each line represents different granularity level of the configurations running the modules
pattern in all-one class-level configuration (1111) is the lowest (four times). Therefore, we can see it uses less network
bandwidth than other all-one configurations.
The filtered configurations in the collapsible sets along with noncollapsible configurations are shown in Figure 3B. We
can see the Pareto-optimal configurations forming the Pareto front. They are also listed in Table 1. These configurations
are efficient in terms of minimum network bandwidth usage and battery power consumption. Moreover, we can see that
they are of different granularity level (method level andhybrid level), which shows thatmultilevel granularity is important
for optimization of MC hybrid apps.
Figures 3C and 3D show the power and bandwidth consumption of multiple granular configurations. We can see that
running maximum number of modules on the cloud consumed less power and bandwidth for class and hybrid-level
configurations. The method-level configurations, due to the flip-flop pattern, consumed more data and power when run-
ning maximummodules on the cloud. However, they are efficient in terms of battery power consumption when running
between one and five modules on the cloud.
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6.3.2 Mather
The Mather evaluates mathematical expressions, as discussed in Section 4.2. For experimental purpose, we evaluate a
10 ∗ 10 matrix multiplication. The results obtained are plotted on graphs in Figure 4, where the all-zero and all-one
configurations are also labeled. As in the demo app and ImageEffects, the all-zero configurations of Mather are also at
the bottom as they do not use network bandwidth for code offloading. The filtered configurations in the collapsible sets
along with the noncollapsible configurations are shown in Figure 4B. We can see the Pareto-optimal configurations form
the Pareto front and these configurations are also stated in Table 1. They are of method and hybrid levels of granularities.
The resultant shape of the Pareto front for Mather is a concave shape. While this is not typically expected for min-min
problems, it is possible here because of the following.
1. For Mather, only 75% of the configurations were feasible, which means that the search space was restricted.
2. The two objective functions are not independent. This dependency is due to the fact that the transmitter also uses
power when sending or receiving data. Therefore, when a configuration sends/receives more data, it also uses more
power and will be shifted toward the upper-right of the graph. This can result in a concave Pareto front.
(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE 4 The feasible configurations for Mather mobile cloud hybrid app are plotted in these graphs. A, All configurations of mixed
granularity for Mather; B, Filtered configurations in the collapsible sets along with the noncollapsible configurations; C, Battery power
consumption per number of modules running on the cloud; D, Network bandwidth usage per number of modules running on the cloud
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Figures 4C and 4D show the power consumption and bandwidth usage by number of modules offloaded to cloud with
multiple granular configurations, respectively. Due to the fact that all the configurations in search space for Mather were
not applicable, the power consumption forming a saw-tooth effect per number of modules on cloud.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a technique for developing efficient MC hybrid applications by optimizing the battery power
consumption and network bandwidth usage. Using this technique, an application's source code is modularized during
development time using an annotation before methods. These methods are then converted into offloadable modules. The
modules are then executed on either a mobile device or the cloud server depending on a configuration. A configuration
is a binary string that represents the modules and their executing endpoints. Based on the three level of applications
granularities, a configuration is of three types, ie, (1) class-level (coarse grained), (2) method-level (fine grained), and
(3) hybrid of coarse and fine grained. By doing offline profiling and using a simple MC application framework, an MC
hybrid application is executed repeatedlywith its configurations. The battery power consumption and network bandwidth
usage are then measured at execution time.
We conducted experiments by applying this technique on two different Android-based applications. ImageEffects is a
prototype and Instagram-like app we created and Mather is an open-source app. The experimental results indicate that
these applications produced Pareto-optimal configurations. These configurations are efficient in terms of minimizing the
two objectives, ie, battery power consumption and network bandwidth usage. We assessed the results with a prototyped
Demo app. We created this app to understand the behavior of the underlying MC framework. From the results, it was
observed that a simple mobile application that performs less computation is efficient when executed with a class-level
configuration that does not use code offloading.When anMC application performsmore computationally intensive tasks,
the code offloading becomes energy efficient. The efficient configurations in this case are the Pareto optimal and of mix
level of granularities. This was true for both ImageEffects and Mather.
We also observed that the impact of using our technique is a reduction in battery power consumption with the cost
of using network bandwidth. This is measured from the mean power and data of configurations shown in Table 1.
The Pareto efficient and all-zero configuration for ImageEffects, which runs all the modules on the mobile device, are
1010:00000000. This configuration has the highest power consumption in all the Pareto-efficient configurations. The
second Pareto-efficient configuration, which offload modules to the cloud but has the lowest power consumption, is
1000100000. The reduction of power, if the second configuration is used instead of using all the modules on a mobile
device, is calculated to be 63.71% in joules. This power reduction has come with the cost of using 1.07MB of network
bandwidth when the second configuration is used. Similarly, for Mather, if the non–all-zeros configuration that has the
lowest power consumption (10:0110) is used, the reduction in power is calculated to be 34.98% in joules with the cost of
using 3.73KB of network bandwidth.
8 FUTURE WORK
In order to validate the idea of optimizing the battery power consumption and bandwidth usage inMChybrid applications
using multi granular configurations, we presented our technique and discussed the experimental results. We will now
discuss the future directions.
• Scalability: the time it takes to exhaustively search the space of configurations depends on the number of modules.
Thus, the larger the configuration set, the more time the exhaustive search will take. An estimated time for more than
20modules could bemore than amonth. Therefore, in futurework, evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms
will be used instead, which take less time to converge, albeit to approximate optimal solutions.
• Two-step searching: as in the current work, the exhaustive search algorithm searches for each and every configura-
tion of any level of granularity, which takes long time. In the future work, a more intelligent search algorithm can
be implemented. The idea is to first find the Pareto-efficient configurations in the class-level granularity, where the
search space is comparatively small. Based on only these good configurations, their collapsiblemethod and hybrid-level
configurations will then be searched for efficient configurations.
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• Self-adaptive and self-aware MC application framework: using a simple MC application framework that is capable of
using code offloading can benefit offline profiling but its capabilities are not enough to use for online profiling. The
future work will consider self-adaptive and self-aware MC application framework, which will be using switching at
runtime between the Pareto-optimal configurations of an MC hybrid app. The switching thresholds will be based on
packet losses caused by interference and network congestions. The objective to use such a framework is to minimize
network latency along with power and bandwidth consumption at runtime.
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